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Abstract 

The PV panels integrated on the wall are mainly heavy 

cladding systems, disabled to apply in certain buildings 

because of the limitations of construction strength. The 

authors proposed a new solution with flexible PV panels 

mounted without additional sub-construction. In the 

presented paper, two aims were formulated: to compare 

the performance of the free-standing (FSPV) and 

integrated insulation wall system PV (WIPV) panels 

experimentally as well as verify the existing one-diode 

equivalent models implemented in ESP-r: Kelly’s and 

WATSUN-PV model. The experimental results show that 

the (WIPV) system can influence significantly on the 

temperature and slightly on the power of PV panels. 

Key Innovations 

• Development of a new component integrating 

flexible PV panel with wall insulation system 

• Experimental determination of the proposed 

component performance  

• Validation of the existing one-diode photovoltaic 

models for the flexible PV  

Practical Implications 

Flexible photovoltaics are becoming increasingly used in 

building applications. The proper prediction of electricity 

production is possible using computer simulation based 

on the properly validated numerical model. The results of 

the presented paper are one step forward towards the 

improvement of the calculation algorithm for improved 

prediction of electricity production from building 

integrated flexible photovoltaic systems. 

Introduction 

Flexible photovoltaics (FPV) is a promising solution in 

building applications for any non-flat surface or in cases 

when the weight of the whole system is an important 

feature ( Heim et al. 2020). Up until now, FPV could be 

found in transport or textile industry but nowadays 

become increasingly popular in the construction sector 

(Dai, Bai, and Cai 2021). The PV cell technology is based 

mainly on crystalline silicon or thin film (a-si, CdTe, 

CIGS) panels. Moreover, all PV panels can be produced 

as rigid, framed panels which are mainly done as mono-, 

polycrystalline or light flexible panels, predominantly 

thin film cells (Freitas and Brito 2019). The building 

integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) panels are usually 

constructed from crystalline cells (Weerasinghe et al. 

2021), however, the CIGS panels can be also meet in 

practice ( Knera and Heim 2016). Such solutions are 

mostly applied as a roof or façade construction. The thin 

film CIGS and a-Si panels as a BIPV system are rather 

rear, mainly used in the case of not flat surfaces of the roof 

or walls (Shukla, Sudhakar, and Baredar 2017). The 

biggest advantage of framed crystalline PV which are 

nonflexible by design is the higher durability and 

efficiency of solar energy conversion in comparison to the 

thin film flexible technology. Some differences between 

the selected technologies can be identified in the case of 

solar spectrum (Rodziewicz et al. 2021). 

In the case of BIPV, the roof applications are still 

dominant regarding better solar availability (Chwieduk 

and Chwieduk 2020) and possible better adjustment of tilt 

angle and orientation (Zołądek et al. 2019). In that case, 

the main source of solar radiation is the sun and the sky 

dome. In the case of wall application, when PV panels are 

located vertically, they receive more radiation reflected 

from the surrounding (D. Heim and Knera 2021) which is 

mostly diffused. Considering a limit in the available roof 

area and in addition some specific building geometry, a 

bigger façade installation will produce more electricity 

than the roof one. On the other hand, the free-standing 

roof installation does not suffer from the overheating 

problem, because the panels are well ventilated from both 

sides (Bayod-Rújula, Ortego-Bielsa, and Martínez-Gracia 

2011). In the façade installation, the inner gap is 

ventilated as well, but much less intensively (D. Knera 

and Heim 2014).  In the case of BIPV, PV temperature 

resulted from BIPV construction and ventilation 

possibilities can be one of the dominant parameters which 

determine electricity production. 

The intensity and spectrum of solar radiation can be 

identified as a main responsive parameter in the 

prediction of electricity production using simulation 

techniques. Regarding the difference in spectrum 

sensitivity between crystalline and CIGS photovoltaics. 

Moreover, in both cases, the effect of PV cell temperature 

on energy conversion should be considered. The effect of 

temperature was taken into account in models e.g., Kelly 

(Clarke and Kelly 2001), WATSUN-PV (Thevenard 

2005). Most of the analysed cases were investigated as a 

free-standing and well-ventilated panel (fig. 1a) (Asaee et 

al. 2017). However, for the BIPV solutions without 

ventilation gap (fig. 1b), the PV temperature is 

significantly higher affecting PV energy efficiency. 
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Therefore, the validation of existing PV models for BIPV 

exposed to performance in high-temperature is necessary. 

The presented study consists of two parts. In the first part, 

the analysis of flexible CIGS and semiflexible crystalline 

silicon photovoltaic panels were tested experimentally in 

two configurations: free-standing and integrated on the 

wall (WIPV). The aim of the experiment was to identify 

the influence of the integration of a flexible photovoltaics 

with an external insulation system on the performance of 

PV panels. The tests were conducted for installation with 

optimal conditions (azimuth S and tilt angle of 30o) to 

increase the intensity of solar radiation on the PV surface. 

The measurements were done in selected days in October 

under sunny and cloudy sky conditions. Solar irradiance, 

the temperature of PV panel and air as well as electrical 

power were monitored during experiments. The main goal 

of the second part of our study was to validate the existing 

one-diode photovoltaic models implemented in ESP-r 

regarding the non ventilated flexible photovoltaics 

integrated with the external insulation of the wall. 

a)   

b)  

Figure 1: BIPV facade in a) traditional construction 

with ventilation air gap b) proposed technology of wall 

integrated flexible PV system (WIPV). 

 

Experimental tests  

Experimental set-up 

The first produced flexible PV panels were thin film 

panels, like CIGS, a-si, or CdTe. The thin film panel 

technology of production is based on the deposition of 

photovoltaics on flexible materials. Hence, such PV 

panels are light and can be mounted on curved surfaces. 

Therefore, the crystalline panels were also to 

manufactured as flexible panels. The main advantage of 

the crystalline flexible PV panels is the higher efficiency 

in comparison to the thin film one. On the other hand, 

crystalline  FPV is less flexible, the limitation in bending 

is to prevent the damage of crystalline cells. For the 

experiments, two types of flexible PV panels were 

selected: c-si and CIGS. The parameters of both panels 

were presented in Table 1.  

Each PV panel was tested individually in two 

configurations: free-standing (FSPV) and integrated with 

the insulation system dedicated to the wall (WIPV). The 

WIPV consists of similar layers as traditional ETICS 

(External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems), but 

the external layer is replaced by a flexible PV panel. The 

detailed construction of the WIPV component consists of: 

- flexible PV panel (c-si or CIGS) – 2 mm 

- mineral adhesive mortar – 5 mm 

- plaster with reinforcing mesh - 3 mm, 

- polystyrene thermal insulation - 50 mm. 

Considering the different dimensions of c-si and CIGS 

panels, each WIPV component had also different 

dimensions. The WIPV with c-si PV panel was bigger 

(1.0 x 1.0 m), the WIPV with CIGS PV panel was smaller 

(1.0 x 0.5 m). Both of them were attached to the OSB 

board (thickness of 18 mm) (fig. 2).  

 

Table 1: PV panel parameters. 

Parameter c-si CIGS 

Power at maximum 

power point 
Pmpp [W] 50 30 

Voltage at maximum 

power point 
Vmpp [V] 17.7 34 

Current at maximum 

power point 
Impp [A] 2.8 0.88 

Open circuit voltage Voc [V] 21.5 46 

Short circuit current Isc [A] 3.1 0.97 

Voc temperature 

coefficient 
γ [1/oC] -0.0035 -0.003 

Isc temperature 

coefficient 
α [1/oC] 0.00026 0.0001 

Dimensions 
a x b x h 

[mm] 

55 x 55 

x 2 

41 x 80  

x 2 

 

a) b)  

Figure 2: The WIPV component with a) c-si, b) CIGS PV 

panel. 
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The tests of the performance of the described WIPV 

components were conducted individually for different PV 

panels. The duration of measurements for every PV panel 

was 3 days. The entire experiment was performed in 

October for 6 days. First three days (6, 7, 8.10) were 

dedicated for the c-si panels test, in the subsequent three 

days the CIGS panels were measured (22, 26, 28.10). In 

each day, the measurements were performed for FSPV 

and WIPV component. 

The panels were situated in the optimal conditions with 

orientation to the south and a tilted angle of 30o. For the 

geographical location of experiments (51°45′N and 

19°28′E) it is the best position of PV panels for effective 

performance. No shading of PV panels was observed 

during measurements.  

The measurements cover the monitoring of: temperature 

behind the PV panel, solar irradiance at the surface of PV 

panels, and electrical parameters of PV panels (voltage, 

current, and power). Moreover, during the time of 

experiment, the continued measurements of weather 

conditions were performed in a meteorological stations 

located in close distance, including air temperature as well 

as global and diffused solar irradiance at the horizontal 

surface.  

The temperature behind PV panels was determined as an 

average of the measurements performed by three 

temperature sensors PT1000 located in the center part 

behind of each PV panel. Use sensors are characterised by 

accuracy ±0.1oC. The solar irradiance was measured 

using a second class pyranometer LP02 Hukseflux. The 

electrical parameters were monitored using Nemo D4-dc 

network monitor for direct current with the accuracy of 

class 1.  

The electrical energy generated by PV panels during the 

experiments was transferred to off-site system consisting 

of a charge controller, battery, and LED lamps. The main 

aim of the charge controller was to optimise the current 

parameters for battery charging and transfer the current to 

the receiver – LED lamps. The used charge controller was 

equipped with the MPPT technology which ensures the 

optimal work of PV panels. 

Tests were performed in real weather conditions during 

selected days in October, characterised by different 

weather conditions regarding the intensity and form of 

solar radiation. The main weather parameters during these 

days are presented in figure 3. Sky conditions for two days 

can be classified as clear sky conditions almost all the day 

– 6.10 and 28.10. Remaining days are characterised by 

changing cloud cover which influences on various solar 

intensities. The air temperature is similar in all analysed 

days, fluctuate between 10 in the morning and 16oC in the 

afternoon.  

  

  

 

 

 

Figure 2 Distribution of global solar irradiance at 

horizontal surface and air temperature during 

measurement days for c-si (a) and CIGS (b) panels 

Results of experimental tests 

The measurements were performed with a 1 minute time 

steps. The exemplar results for 6.10 are presented in 

Figures 4 and 5 including power of c-si FSPV panel and 

WIPV component, solar irradiance incident on PV panels, 

temperature behind PV panels and air temperature. The 

temperature of FSPV panels, with maximum value at the 

level of 36oC, is significantly lower than for WIPV 

components which exceeds 50oC. Moreover, the power 

measured for FSPV panels is slightly higher than for 

WIPV components. The power of PV panel depends on 

the solar irradiance and surface temperature. Because the 

solar irradiance is the same, we can notice that visible 

differences between FSPV and WIPV panels are mainly 

caused by their different surface temperatures. However, 

the differences in power are rather small regarding the 

temperature discrepancy.. 
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Figure 3 PV power and solar irradiance for c-si, FSPV, 

and WIPV panels in 6.10 

  

Figure 4 PV surface temperature and air temperature 

for c-si, FSPV, and WIPV panels in 6.10 

 

The next figures, 6 and 7, are dedicated to comparison of 

FSPV and WIPV panels regarding their temperature and 

power differences. The differences between surface PV 

temperature of WIPV and FSPV (figure 6) are changing 

from 0 to maximum 23oC both for c-si and CIGS panels. 

The WIPV temperature is higher than for the FSPV, 

which is caused by construction of the WIPV component 

limiting the possibility of heat dissipation from the panel. 

The temperature differences between FSPV and WIPV 

panels are low only at the beginning of the test when the 

PV panels start heating up and on days when the solar 

irradiance is too low to influence the increase of PV panel 

temperature.  

Thereafter, in figure 7 is presented differences between 

power of WIPV and FSPV panels. The discrepancy of 

power for the analysed photovoltaics are very small, 

fluctuating mainly about ±5W, except for single 

measurements when this difference reaches even ±20W. 

No visible trend can be noticed for the power differences 

between WIPV and FSPV, In some cases the WIPV 

power is higher, in others the FSPV.  

Similar observations were obtained for the aggregated 

results, presented in Table 2, including the energy 

generated by PV panels during the test and average 

surface temperature. The average temperature of WIPV 

panel is higher for all cases The variances in energy 

generated by PV panels are significantly lower, and on 

some days, like 22.10, the energy produced by WIPV 

component is even higher than by FSPV panel.  

  

Figure 5 WIPV and FSPV temperatures difference vs 

total horizontal solar irradiance for all measurements  

  

Figure 6 WIPV and FSPV power difference vs total 

horizontal solar irradiance for all measurements 
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Table 2: Comparison of measurements for PV and 

WIPV. 

 
E [Wh] Tav,surf [oC] 

PV WIPV PV WIPV 

c-si 6.10 193.20 188.90 28.95 41.28 

7.10 116.72 116.66 22.95 30.64 

8.10 33.45 39.39 18.10 21.15 

all 339.22 341.21 24.33 32.50 

CIGS 22.10 79.05 80.93 24.33 32.35 

26.10 74.45 69.99 20.62 27.27 

28.10 107.69 106.99 22.62 35.11 

all 257.62 253.62 24.49 34.98 

 

In the conclusion of the experimental part, the integration 

of PV panels with insulation system (WIPV) results in a 

significant increase of the temperature of PV panel but not 

a consequence in a substantial decrease of power and 

energy of PV panels. However, it should also be noted that 

the high temperature of PV panels can result in damage of 

PV cells.  

A validation of PV model 

The one-diode photovoltaic models in ESP-r 

ESP-r is an thoroughly validated simulation program for 

the analysis of the energy performance of the entire 

building. The building partitions are modelled as 

multilayer construction, where each layer is dedicated to 

individual materials. The thermophysical properties of 

every material are described by assigned nodes. The layer 

dedicated to the photovoltaic panel was defined as a 

special material – function in ESP-r used for modelling of 

active building elements. The energy balance for special 

materials is not limited to the heat balance of PV node and 

adjacent nodes but also electrical energy generation. The 

power output of PV cells depends on the solar radiation 

and temperature calculated for PV nodes.  

The PV panel performance can be modelled using one of 

three models: simple, with constant efficiency or one of 

the most advanced one-diode models. The first was 

developed and implemented in ESP-r by Kelly (1998). 

The second one was introduced into the ESP-r by Mottillo 

(Mottillo et al. 2006). The second model is based on the 

WATSUN-PV model with the consideration of the 

temperature-dependence of main electrical parameters: 

the short-circuit current (Isc) and open-circuit voltage 

(Voc) (Thevenard 2005). Kelly’s model calculates the 

power output based on a model described by Buresch 

without consideration of impact of the temperature on Isc 

and Voc (Clarke and Kelly 2001). The PV power output 

qei [W] using Kelly’s model is calculated according to 

following equation (1) 

𝑞𝑒𝑖 = 𝑛𝑐 [𝑉𝑖𝐼𝑔 (1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
𝑒𝑉𝑖

𝜆𝑇𝑖𝜎𝑖
}) −

𝑉𝑖𝐼𝑠𝑐𝛼𝑖

𝛼𝑖,𝑟𝑒𝑓
] (1) 

where 

n – the number of series connected cells [-], 

c – the number of parallel connected cells [-], 

Vi – voltage [V],  

Ig - the light generated current [A], 

λ - the electron charge (1.6 · 10-19Coulombs), 

Ti - temperature of the PV surface [K], 

σi - the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (1.38 · 10-23Wm-2K-4), 

αi - the solar energy absorbed in the PV [W], 

αi,ref - the solar energy absorbed by the PV in reference 

conditions [W],. 

The procedure to calculate the maximum power, Pmp and 

main electrical parameters (Isc and Voc) in WATSUN-PV 

model is given by equations (2, 3, 4): 

𝑃𝑚𝑝 = 𝐼𝑚𝑝,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑉𝑚𝑝,𝑟𝑒𝑓 (
𝐼𝑠𝑐𝑉𝑜𝑐

𝐼𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
) (2) 

𝐼𝑠𝑐 = 𝐼𝑠𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐸𝑇,𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝑇,𝑟𝑒𝑓
[1 + 𝛼(𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓)] (3) 

𝑉𝑜𝑐 = 𝑉𝑜𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓[1 − 𝛾(𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 − 𝑇𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙,𝑟𝑒𝑓)] ∙

𝑚𝑎𝑥 {
0

1 + 𝛽 ∙ 𝑙𝑛 (
𝐸𝑇,𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝐸𝑇,𝑟𝑒𝑓
)} (4) 

where: 

Isc,ref - short circuit current in reference conditions [A] 

Voc,ref - open circuit voltage in reference conditions [V] 

ET,eff - effective irradiance incident on the surface of PV 

cell [W/m2] 

ET,ref - irradiance incident on the surface of PV cell in 

reference conditions, ET,ref = 1000W/m2 

Tcell - PV cell temperature [oC] 

Tcell,ref - PV cell temperature in reference conditions, 

Tcell,ref = 25 oC 

α - temperature coefficient of Isc [1/ oC] 

γ - temperature coefficient of Voc [1/ oC] 

β - irradiance coefficient of Voc [-] 

Impref - maximum power point current in reference 

conditions [A] 

Vmpref - maximum power point voltage in reference 

conditions [V] 

Simulation 

Simulation analysis was carried out for FSPV and WIPV 

components equipped with csi and CIGS panels. 

Geometry was developed regarding the dimensions and 

materials presented in section ‘Experimental set-up’ to 

model precisely the components used for the experimental 

tests. The electrical parameters of PV panels were defined 

according to Table 1. The position of the modelled 

components complied with the experimental test - 

orientation to the south and tilted angle of 30o.   

The simulation was carried out for 6 days with a 1 minute 

time step to model the experimental test conditions. The 

weather data were introduced as a temporal file including 

climate data parameters measured by the meteorological 

station during days when the experimental tests were 

carried out. The following data were measured hence used 

to model weather conditions: diffuse and global 

horizontal solar irradiance, air temperature, wind velocity, 

and direction as well as relative humidity.  
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Figure 8  Surface temperature measured and determined 

using one-diode models for a) FSPV c-si, b) WIPV c-si 

during 6.10.2020 

  

  

Figure 7 Power measured and determined using one-

diode models for a) FSPV c-si, b) WIPV c-si during 

6.10.2020

 

 
Figure 10 Power measured and determined using one-

diode models for a) FSPV CIGS, b) WIPV CIGS  during 

26.10.2020 
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Results of validation 

Results from the simulation were compared with the 

measurements including PV surface temperature and 

power generated by PV. Results for two exemplary days 

(6.10 and 26.10) were presented in figures 8 – 10.  Finally, 

the coefficient of determination (R2) was calculated for 

the obtained data, shown in Table 3.  

The surface temperature (figure 8) for both computational 

models is very similar for freestanding PV panels as well 

as WIPV components. Significant differences can be 

noticed between the results from simulations and 

experiments, especially for the WIPV component 

(fig. 8a). The maximum temperature for this test is at the 

level of 52oC while for calculations only 45oC. This 

relationship is also presented by the coefficient of 

determination. The R2 for FSPV panels is at the level of 

0.83 and 0.78 for c-si and CIGS panels, respectively. 

Whereas the R2 for WIPV component is lower reaching 

0.78 and 0.74 for c-si and CIGS panels, respectively. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of measurements and simulation 

results for FSPV and WIPV. 

R2 

Temperature 

[oC] 
Power [W] 

PV WIPV PV WIPV 

c-si 

WATSUN-

PV 
0.83 0.78 0.76 0.76 

Kelly's 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.75 

CIGS 

WATSUN-

PV 
0.78 0.74 0.75 0.76 

Kelly's 0.78 0.75 0.74 0.75 

 

The bigger differences between results using Kelly’s and 

WATSUN-PV models are observed for power, especially 

for c-si FSPV panel and WIPV component for 6.10 (fig. 

9 a) and b)). Lower differences between the analysed 

models were noticed for CIGS panels, as it is presented in 

fig 10 a) and b).  

Comparing the power from experiments and model 

predictions, some diversity can be observed. For results 

obtained for 6.10 (fig. 9) the match is  better between the 

experiment and Kell’y model in the morning hour. On the 

other hand, the opposite situation is in the afternoon hours 

– better convergence is for WATSUN-PV and experiment 

results.  

The determination coefficient considering the power 

calculations is similar for WATSUN-PV and Kelly’s 

models for all cases, about 0.75. The convergence of the 

analysed models is quite good. 

 

Conclusion 

In a presented paper, the new component integrating a 

flexible PV panel with traditional wall insulation system 

(WIPV) was described. Moreover, the first experimental 

tests of WIPV equipped with c-si and CIGS flexible PV 

panels were conducted with comparison to FSPV panels. 

A significant influence on the increase of PV surface 

temperature was observed for the component of PV 

panels combined with the insulation system, especially 

for days with high solar irradiance. However, the power 

for FSPV and WIPV component was comparable, so the 

higher temperature of WIPV does not result in a decrease 

in electrical energy generation by PV panels. 

Experimental tests were conducted on October days, 

characterized by temperatures not exceeding 20oC. In 

further research, the effect of summer weather conditions 

(higher solar irradiance and temperature) will be tested on 

the WIPV temperature and  power.  

The second part of the presented paper was devoted to the 

validation of the one-diode PV models (Kelly’s and 

WATSUN-PV) implemented in ESP-r. The experimental 

results with model calculations were compared and R2 

was determined. The best convergence between 

measurements and model was observed for PV surface 

temperature, especially for FSPV. The best convergence 

between measurements and model was observed for PV 

surface temperature, especially for FSPV, characterised 

by good heat dissipation. Worse, but still acceptable, 

matches of the results were obtained for the power of the 

analysed PV components. The further model validation 

for extreme hot conditions is necessary to verify the 

model accuracy for high PV temperatures.  

 

Nomenclature 

PV – photovoltaic panel 

WIPV – wall integrated photovoltaic panel 

FSPV – free-standing photovoltaic panel 

FPV – flexible photovoltaic panel 

c-si – crystalline silicon technology of PV 

CIGS - Copper Indium Gallium Selenide PV cell 

technology (thin film) 

ETICS - External Thermal Insulation Composite Systems 

MPPT – Maximum Power Point Tracking 
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